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About CYVO
A majority of people believe their online and
ofﬂine activities are being monitored and tracked
by governments and companies. So prevalent is
this view that six-in-ten adults say they do not
think it is possible to go through daily life without
data being collected about them. Fraudsters will
always discover sophisticated ways to steal assets
from unsuspecting customers; therefore it is up to
us ourselves from these illicit attacks. CYVO is
developing a series of revolutionary solutions to
protect users privacy and prevent data theft
through the use of post-quantum encryption &
blockchain based cryptographic solutions.

OUR PRODUCTS
ULTRA-SECURE OS
An Operating System (OS) in today’s world is the
gateway through which we perform interactions
with our digital devices to access the online virtual
world. With full disk encryption, Encrypted VPN,
Multi-tiered access control with self-destruct
mechanism CYVO’s OS protects you from security
loopholes and exploitations.

CYVO BROWSER
One of the safest browsers in the
market - as a free, open-source web browser, it
ensures that privacy is key. The browser
automatically blocks online advertisements, website
trackers and protects from browser ﬁngerprinting
putting you in sole control of your data.

CYVO DIGITAL ASSET WALLET
Built to be future ready and secure on the Ethereum
Multichain blockchain. Packed to the gills with LUKS,
AES 256 and Post Quantum encryption, the CYVO
wallet features a simple and intuitive user
experience with, multi factor authentication,
utilization of TOR networks and even resistance to
pattern snifﬁng intrusion tactics.

CYVO DECENTRALIZED STORAGE
Ultra-secure, fail proof, unhackable and
untraceable storage designed to keep you in control
of your data. Blockchain-enabled using cyber security
frameworks to safeguard your data and accessible
only to you

CYBER SECURITY
STATISTICS 2022

$10.5

TRILLION

Cybercrime cost by 2025

$56

BILLION

287

DAYS

Identity fraud losses in 2022

Time for security teams to identify and
contain a data breach

33

BILLION

Records stolen by cybercriminals by
2023, an increase of 175% from 2018.
Ref: cybersecurityventures.com
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